
 

 

Issue 9 

Trump Doesn’t Do Fake…..Neither Should Americans 

Have you ever had one of those days where you wake up 

pissed and then over the course of the day you slowly 

realize all the reasons why? Today was one of those days 

for me. It took me until about 9am this morning before I 

realized that I had been participating (albeit to a smaller 

degree than most) in the ‘fakery’ that has become 

America. Fake news, fake virus, fake impeachment, fake 

president, fake movements, and fake government. 

Donald John Trump was the first person I’ve seen in my 

lifetime run for public office citing very specific issues and 



offering several specific solutions, like a CEO. He 

consistently did that with issue after issue. Obviously, he 

wasn’t a politician, thank God. 

When Trump came down the elevator and gave his 

announcement speech, I watched it streaming online and 

agreed with everything he said. Finally, someone was 

speaking truth. I was behind him immediately. When GOP 

stalwarts and every group I despised attacked him, I knew 

he was the candidate to support. Did he say some things 

to offend and piss off snowflakes? (In fact, even as I typed 

that sentence it triggered Microsoft Word and suggested I 

use ‘anger people’ instead because my current choice 

may be offensive). Case in point. 

Anyway, did he piss people off? Sure he did. You know 

why? Because we don’t have enough people in this 

country pissed off for legitimate reasons.  

For example: (and I may be preaching to the choir I know). 

• We should be pissed that Mexico is sending us their 

rapists and murderers. 



• We should be pissed that John McCain was ever 

considered a hero only because he got caught 

because he went on to betray this country countless 

numbers of times. 

• We should be pissed that Mitt Romney didn’t spend 

the same energy beating Obama as he did tearing 

down Trump. 

• We should be pissed that the Mueller report was 

‘complete hit job’. 

• We should be pissed that Adam Schiff ‘spent 2 years 

knowingly and unlawfully lying and leaking’. 

• We should be pissed that FoxNews called Arizona 

‘way too early’. 

There can be no doubt that Donald Trump is a strategic 

genius but what characterizes him even more is his 

uncanny ability to not only relate to people but to actually 

participate in the lives of those he stands to serve. I was 

struck by a video interview of a carpenter on one of his 

project. Here’s a snippet from that interview. 



“Many years ago, I’m now 56. I was in my early 20s 

working in New York on one of Trump’s buildings. It was a 

Lufthansa Kiosk building. I was a carpenter for local 296. 

This was a night job. No work was done during the day in 

the lobby. It’s 10:30 pm and a limo pulls up. The boss says 

that is Trump coming. I’m on the scaffold doing metal 

studs and he climbs the scaffold and says ‘you guys are 

doing a great job’. Thank you I said and he grabs the chalk 

box because I was about to snap a line. ‘How many inches 

off the rock’ he said as I threw him my tape measure and 

then we snapped the line. I’m like blown away here’s a 

billionaire climbing a scaffold getting his hands dirty with 

me. The man came back at 12 and his chauffeur pops the 

trunk and brought dinners for 8 guys. He’s real and 

someone who could be your friend.” 

Please be real. Donald Trump did not fall for any of this 

stupidity, and neither should you and me. Let every 

conversation you have been real. My grandpa used to tell 

us “If you go with shit you can expect to get shit on.” 



And for you Patrick please keep fighting the good fight my 

friend. Your disposition reminds me of a quote from the 

great Thomas Jefferson.    

” The man who fears no truth has nothing to fear from 

lies.”   


